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Talbert Introduces Valspar R-Cure 800®  
Paint and Aquaguard™ Corrosion Upgrades   

 

RENSSELAER, Ind. (April 14, 2015) – To ensure long-lasting color and gloss, and optimal 

corrosion protection, Talbert Manufacturing now offers Valspar R-Cure 800® as its standard 

paint.  Talbert also offers Valspar’s Aquaguard™ primer as an upgrade corrosion protection 

option. 

 

R-Cure 800 is a two-component, reactive-cure paint that once applied – even after exposure to 

extreme weather – holds its initial gloss and color for at least 1,500 hours. It also protects 

Talbert’s heavy-haul trailers against scratches and chips when out on the road. To give customers 

the ultimate corrosion protection, Talbert recommends using Valspar R-Cure 800 in conjunction 

with either an optional zinc-rich primer or Aquaguard upgrade. 

 

Talbert’s alkyd primer, which is standard, works well in a variety of applications. But for more 

extreme environments, Talbert offers the primer upgrades for enhanced corrosion protection. 

When working in highly corrosive environments, such as within an industrial atmosphere, 

Aquaguard works best, as it offers similar results to galvanizing but with a much smaller price 

tag.  

 

When used along with R-Cure 800, both the zinc-rich primer and Aquaguard provide 60 percent 

less creep from scribe. Although both primers provide effective corrosion protection, nothing 

compares to the combination of R-Cure 800 and Aquaguard. Trailers with this pairing have 



proven to have 55 percent less corrosion beneath the coating than using the standard alkyd 

primer. Further, the use of Aquaguard gives a comparable level of protection as galvanizing, but 

for 75 percent less cost and without the added weight; and unlike galvanizing, Aquaguard is non-

toxic when welding is involved. 

 

For more information, visit Valspar’s website or speak with a Talbert representative. 

 

About Talbert Manufacturing 

Talbert has been building world-class heavy-haul and specialized trailers to rigorous customer 

specifications since 1938. The company offers complete lines of heavy-haul trailers and 

specialized transportation equipment for the commercial, industrial, military and government 

sectors. Its trailers and equipment are used in applications as diverse as renewable energy, 

aerospace, heavy construction, in-plant material handling, manufacturing and processing systems 

and much more. More information: Talbert Manufacturing, 1628 W. State Road 114, Rensselaer, 

IN 47978; 800-348-5232; sales@talbertmfg.com; www.talbertmfg.com, Facebook or LinkedIn. 
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Cutline: Talbert Manufacturing uses Valspar R-Cure 800 to ensure long-lasting color and gloss, 
and optimal corrosion protection. 
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